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L Introduction

Considerable study has been given to nuclei with A = 220 - 230
recently. In tis region tere occurs transition from the spherical to the
deformed nuclear shape, which gives rise to some specific features in the
wiclear structure. In particular, negative parity levels with low excitation
energies have been found in even-even nuclei from this region [1]. These
are. for example P = - levels with energy about 600 keV in radon nuclei
and 200 4- 500 keV in radium and thorium nuclei. Presence of these
states nlay point to reflection symmetry breaking in nuclei. Calculations
allow a definite conclusion that these nuclei ae soft i terms of octupole
deformation,33. However, as to presence of static octupole deformation in
all nuclei from the region in question, opinions differ. For example, in 2,
31 the authors point to importance of 83 when considering negative parity
states. Calculation of octupole vibrational states in thorium isotopes 41
were carried out under the assumption of their mirrorisymmetry ('62 9 0,
,84 6 0,33 = ). Octupole states at the beginning of the actinide region
were investigated [51 with allowance made for Coriolis mixing of rotational
bands with different projections of the angular momentum K = 0, 1 2 3
onto the symmetry axis of the nucleus. These calculations are hi quite good
agreement with the experimental data. In 6] the appearance of low-lying
1--states is ascribed to softness of the nuclei in terms of the cluster mode
of excitation and to manifestation of multiparticle cluster configurations
in their structure. Thus, properties of low-lying states in nuclei from tile
atomic weight. region in question, especially in odd A nuclei, are in general
a rather complicated problem, which needs further investigation.

One of tile nuclei allowing experimental investigation of the above
properties is "LFr . The nuclide 1"Fr is from the region of isotopes which
does not include stable nuclei and thus it cannot be studied in several-
nucleon transfer reactions. In addition, the neutron excess in this nucleus
makes it impossible to study the nucleus in reactions with heavy ions. Ex-
perimental information on the ... Fr level structure can only be gained from
investigation of the 225Ac (T1/2 = 10 days) alpha decay or the 221Rn (T112
= 25 min) beta decay. In the latter case the possibilities of the investigation
are restricted by difficulties in making of 22'Rn sources. Therefore. most

of 221information on the structure and properties R- is derived fi-oni inves-
225tigation of the 225Ac a-decay. The a-particle. spectrum from the Ac

decay was investigated by Dzhelepov et al. 7] and Bastin-Scoffier [8]. The



data of both investigations on weak fine-structure fines are somewhat in
conflict. Below we se the data on energies and intensities of spectruin
lines evaluated ky Akovali 9 The -y-ray spectrum was studied ill a luill-
bey of apers 10-421. Recelitty the 22SAc a-spectruin has ben studied
ky Kouassi et al. 13, 14 ad Ardisson et al. [15). Plenty of additional
information on low-intensity -- rals has been gained. bu i sonie ases

22assignment of y-rays to th 'Ac dcay requires confirination. To anatwe
the structure of excited states one should have informatio o multipolar-
ity of -y-transitions ad the internal conversion electron (ICE) spectruill.
The best and virtually sole investiguion of the 12'Ac ICE spectilini is tat
by Dzhelepov et al. 16, 11]. Additional investigation of the ICE spectrum
in the range - 2 keV has recently been crried ot. y Yakushev et l.
[17]. Liang et al. [18] have measured life-times of some excited levels in
21'Fr . Peghaire 191 and Gromov et al. 201 studied oincidences f alpha
particles with gamma rays at the 22'Ac decay.

The purpose of the present paper is to re-fine the existing experimental
data on the 225Ac __* 22lFr decay and to get new ones. Ephasis is placed
on investigation ad quantitative analygis of a-y)-coincideuces in order to
prove that gamma transitions belong to the 22'Ac deca� and to pace hem
in the 22'Fr level scheme. The 225Ac __+ 22lFr decay scheme is constructed
on te asis of the previously known and new experimental data.

11. Experimental conditions

Gamma ry spectra and (a-y)-coincideuces were ivestigated
a facility described in 211. Coincidence (E,,,, E, t)-event wre recorded
in the computer memory in he in-list mode. Single a- and -y-spectra
were -imultaneously recorded. Alpha particles were detected 1�y it urfitce-
bairier Si(Au) detector diameter 10mm, FWHM 20 -25 k-eV). To gt btter+
a-particle efficiency arger solid angle), (a--y)-coincideuces were studied
in the short-range geometry: the distance between the a-source ad the
detector was 1.5 - 2 cm. herefore, the real experimental euer& ro-
lution for the a-spectruni was 25 - 35 keV. Precise investigation of the
a-spectrum was ot aong our ojectives because a semiconductor ould
hardl iprove the results obtained with magnetic spectrographs; 7, 81 To
detect gamma rys we used HPGe detectors of volume 2 m 3 (FWM1
0.8 keV at E = 122 keV), 84 cm3 (FWHM - keV at F.,, = 150 keV), nd
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2W cnO (FIN.'HAI - 35 keV at E., = 1332 k-eV). Energy and efficiency cali-
133bration of the -y-detectors was carried out with standard -f-sources Ba,

13-ICS. 169y]). and others). When sorting the (a-y)-coincidence nergy
spectra w took the window i the delayed coincidence time spectrum to
be 100 1S.

225Ac (TI/2 = 0 days) sources were separated from the 229 Th
225Ac otope generator" method 221 22

(TI/2 = 7340years) 1 " Is 'Th was
separated from the reactor uranium bar more than 10 years before the
beginning of te experiments. The separated 22'Ac wasiput on a tantalum
foil and ten was acuum eaporated oto an aluminum foil. The ativity,
of te sources wa a high as 25 - 30 1ACi. Short-lived 22'Ac daughter
nuclides wre accumialated in the sources. No another ipurities were
observed i te sources.

III. Experimental results

1. 225Ac y-ray spectrum

Investigation of the 22 Ac decay -y-spectrum faces a difficulty aris-
ing fi-om presence of other 225 Ac decay chain members in the 22'Ac sources.
X-Vith y-ra S 221.R. = 48 Min) 27 At 32 US) 23 Bi

.vs from the dcay (TI/2

(46 Min), and 201IT1 2.2 min) appearing in the spectrum, it is difficult to
observe low-intensity y-transitions and to identi�y them with the. 225 Ac de-
cay. To remove -y-rays of (laughter isotopes and y-rfkls of the ntural back-
ground from th Ac spectrum, we analized as e. 225 Single 2"Ac -y-spectrum

the spectrum of -f-rays coinciding with a-particles in the eerg iterval
E. = 45 5,8 MeV. This interval fully covers the "Ac a-spectrum 7,
8 ad only partially the 221R a-spectrum. 2113 Bi a-particles with E,,, =
5.55 MeV also fall within the E,, = 4 - MeV iterval. Consequeutty,
218.0, 359.9, and 538.0-k-eV -y-rays from the 121 ft 6cay find 323.8-k-eV
-y-rays from the 213 Bi axe observed in the coincidence spectrum for E,, =
4.5 5.8 MeV. By studying -y-spectra coinciding with a-paxticles in arrow
a-euergy itervals we determined energies of a-particles coinciding with
these y-transitions and found that the above-mentiolled -y-transitions could

225 2not ocur at the Ac decays Analyzing the "'Ac -y-spectruni we aso used
221 2 213the results from or investigations of the Fr 231, "At 24. 251, Bi

aud 29TI decays 26, 271. Confining the list of 'Ac y-rAys to transitions
observed i (a-y)-coincidences, we may, of course, oerlook -y-rays rising
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from the decay of someric 22% states with lifetimes larger than the tme
window width 100 ns. Isomeric states Mm this are not known. In 18]
lifetimes of a few 2Fr levels were measured. Te,.v are all, smialler than
one nanosecond.

Intensities of 'Ac -rays in per cent of dcay are caltidatNl
from the analysis of the 7-ray spectrum of the equilibrium 2WA(- chain
d"y in relation to the intensity of 218.0-keV Y-rj�vs from the 22IFr at-
decay. The 218.0-keV y-ray intensity equal to 11.2% of deco�% is found
from the intensity of the 221Fr a_decay to the 21 4t"� . level at 218.0 kV.
1.210 = 15.3(3)% 7) ad the theoretical total conversion oefficient of te
218.0-keV -y-transition. The multipolarity of the 218.0-k-CN:' -y-trausltion.
E2. as established by Whelepov et al. 116).

In Table I the 2Ac -(-my spectrum data gaine b us are com-
pared with the latest results of Ardisson et al. Itensities of rlatively

stronger gamma rays umially agree within the double error. W consider
this agreement satisfactory. Considerable agreement oerved e-

tween intensities of the 99.6 and 99.8-keV, 73.5 ad 73.8-keN:' y-ra-ys. NVe
calculated gamma my intensities of there two doublets uing the data of

Dzhelepov et al. 111] on the conversion electron Spectrum because we (lo
not think that decomposition of these complex peak in or gamma spec-
trum is reliable. We ascribe to the 2WAc decay 21 new gmma transitions
not observed in [151. We do not observe 1 gmma transitions ascribed
to the 2nAc decay in 1151. Some of them were aw4igned to the 2M.4,,r JkV
mistake. For example, the measured energy of a-particles coincidingwith

809.3-keV gamma rays makes it possible to reliabky identify the olwerviA
coincidences with the 221Fr a-decay to theearlier UkUOWU 217At evel at.

809.3 keV 28]. The 446-31, 656.18, 657.88, and 667.10-keV gamma al's
are also identified with the 221Fr decay 2 The last column of the ta-
ble idicates placement of y-tratisitions in the 22% level scheme: absence

Of parentheses means that the placement is reliahkir cotifirmed 1ky a-7)-
coincidences. parentheses mean that *-7)-coincideuces me ot in couffict

with the placement.

2. 221Fr level wheme

To establish the position of a y-transition in the 221 Fr level selieme,
the rults of a-y)-cohicidence ivestigations were aualwAQ as follows.
The 2nAe a-spectrum (E. = 45 - .8 MeV) was divided intoetpud reloons
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25 keN:' long. A spectrum of -y-rays coinciding with a-particles flling
within each vuerg regio w produced sorted ot). Then dependences
th pak areas S".1. (E,,) on the energies of a-particles were constnicted foryo
all y-transitions wesented i Table 1. Obviously. for -y-rays front the sme
level these dependences should be similar: energies Ev and ra tios of a-peak
areas ltest be equal. The pak with thv largest eergy E corresponds to
the decav to the level front which the transition -t;A i question proceeds.
Peaks with smaller E,, appear when i is noticeah - populated fom
higher levels trough cascade -f-transitions. Figure I displays .&. Ecv)
plots for the 224.7. 198.4. 188.0. 124.8. and 123.8-keN' -y-transitions A
ina-dinum at E, = 5600(15) keV is observed for all these -y-transitious. The
cnerp- of the groiij) of a-particles measured with inaguetic spectrographs
is E,,224.6 = 609(.3) k-eV. i.e. a five y-transitions proceed frou te, saule
level of 224.6 ku-V. No other maxima arv observed i rhe S'ik (E,, pts
(Fig. 1): thus. no noticeable population of the 224.G-kvV level fnt higher
levels occurs. Figure 2 displikys he fituction S" 08.3 E,,), Apart from
the aximum t (E, = 720(15) k-eN-' corresponding to adecay to
the evel t 108.3 k-eV (magneric E, is 724(3) k-(A') w observe 11axima
of coincidences t a-particle energies 5628(15) 575(15). 442(15). and
.5296(30) k-(,N.- indicating population of the 108.3-k(A' level fron tan levels

I at 195.8. 253.5. 393.2 ad 00 k-(-N'. The S" all( a 1.( pot-, (Fig.y179.8 -y24
3) how tat te level t 288.1 k-ek' (Ejjjj(gfj& = 5545(4) keN-) is intensively
popilated front the level at 400.7 keV (Eviliftylp = 5-136(4) kvN'). All
transitions from Table werc aatyzed ill tis NA-ay. A paceinvilts f
the -- transitions in the 22'Fr level scheme given ill the table Without
parentlieses) are reliably proved.

For five f-tritusitions (marked with the letter c i Table 1) it ws
impossible to ifer definitely tbeir pace in the 12'Fr vel sclieniv tough
energies of a-particles with which they coincide are found. For example.
tha eerpr of te ct-particles with which the -y-rays coincide suggested
that the 1-trausition of 173.40(10) k-eV proceeded from the level of 195.8
or 224.6 k-eV, te -y-tra-usition of 183.00(10) k-(-N. font the level of 224.6
or 234.5 k-eV, the -f-tra-usition of 193.20(10) keV front h evel f 393.2 r
400.7 k-(,V, the -y-tra-usition of 231.3 keV front the lvel of 253.5 or 279.2
k-eV, and te y-tritusition of 348.2 keN.' front the level of 393.2 f 400.7 ka-V.
The c culated energies of he levels to Which these -y-trallsitions proceed
are not xinal to h eergies of h kown levels. Three of these differences
are 51.80(11) k-eV and two are 22.3(3) keV. Thus w mayassume tat 22lFr



has levels at 51.8(l) and 22.3(3) keV. Howe-ver, we tink tat re (la-tit
are necessary to introduce tese eels. In adition w cannot rill ot
a possibility that tese lowAntensity y-trausitions rise fro te deciky of
other uclides in te equilibrium 22'Ac decay hain. first of all froin te
2"Bi decay. In 51 investigation of the 21'Bi a-spectrum reveale tat the
intensity of fine-structure fines with eergies below E,"323.8 = 5549 -eV if
they exist. is no higher than 0.01% per decay. Intensities of te -Y-rays in
question are lower than or eual to 0.01(X per dcay. Le. these t-rikys
arise from the 21313 dcay should not e rled ot. tho;igh i all cses ew
energy levels have to e introduced in the 3Bi __+ 209T dcay.

Placement of te 317.4--eV -y-transition also entailed probleins.
It was observed to coincide with a-particles corresponding to opulation
of the vels at 552.0-570.8) and 637.5 keV. In a cases coincidence areas
were siriall. In the case of (Coincidence W+ith E,637,1 i i necessary to intro-
duce a level at 320 keN'r, which manifested itself only in th ivestigation
of the a-spectra. Therefore e think tat the 317.4-keN.' transition ost
probably proceeds from the 552.0-koV level to the 234.5-keV lvel (tran-
sition utultipolarity El) and/or from the 570.8-keV level to the 253.5-keV
level (transition niultipolarity MI). In both cases niultipolarity twits i-
ferred from the data o parities of the levels between whicli te transition
occurs. NW do no rule ot a ossibility that there exist two ytransitions
close in eergy about 317 keV).

The 225 Ac __+ 221 Fr decay scheme constructed o the basis of
the (a--y)-coincidence investigations and 22'Ac gamma spectrum data is
displayed in Fig. 4 It includes 31 excited states of the 221 Ft nucleus In
[7, 81 the authors reported observation of over 40 fine�structure lines in the
22'Ac a-spectrum, i.e., excitation of over 40 energy evel i 221Fr .

Fine-structure line intensities associated with the ecay to levels
not observed by us in (a--y)-coincidences are small ad data on them in
[7. 8 are sometimes contradictory. Yet, we believe that some of these
levels must be observed in (a-�-y)�-coh -eideneK, e.g., evels at 310 k-eV (1,
= 007(3)%), 349 keV (I. = 00020(7)%), 423 keV (I. = 00020(5)%), 680
keV (I. = 000200M and 943 keV (I. =0,0020(5)%) The cause of not
observing them in (a-7)-coincidences may be either that teir lifetimes
are larger the width of the time window used by us for analyzing (a--y)-
coincidences or that the corresponding a-lines were ascribed to the 22,Ac
decay i 7, 8] by mistake. The experimental data do not confirm the evels
at 271.1, 311.4, 320.04, 338.3, 348.3, 406.7, 422.6, 446.3,02.0, 645.9, 679.4,
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766.5. 808.5 ad 942.8 keV introduced Ardisson et al. [151. "Ale either
(lo ot oserve gamma rays ascribed in 15 I to de-excitatiou and population
of these levels or the measured eergies of the alpha particles coinciding
with te gamma rays do not. alow them to be ascribed to the 22-Ac decay.

3. 11Fr level populations by the "Aca'-decay

Investigationsof (a-,y)-coincidences allow quite simple determina-
tion of the ratio between the intensity of the direct filling of a level 13� te
a-decay and the total population of the level-total intensity of al nclear
transitions to or from this level. A method of qualitative processing of the
experimental data on coincidences of nuclear transitions 291 with using
ratios of peak areas in the coincidence spectra and i single spectra was
used. The axea of the peak of coincidences of -y-rays from level i with the
a-particles of the a-transition to level i is

S,i,u = N ((a.jOOkjik)/aj) eai C-rik

where N is the number of decays of the nuclide during the experiment,
a,,,,i is the itensity of the a-transition to level i, ayik is the intensity of
-f-rays from level i to level k, a is total intensity of all nucleax transitions
through level i (from here on the letter a denotes intensities of nuclear

transitions in % of decay§), e.i and e,,ik axe'detectionefficiencies for ai-

particles and Yik quanta.

'The area of the -yik peak in a single -y-spectrum. is

S.yjh = N - ayik - Cyik .

Calculating Saj'jjSjt = (ai / aj)-4.j and setting ej = const, we. get

ratios between the intensity of the direct population of a level by the a-

decay and the total intensity of population of level i, %i/ai. The eor

of the result depends only on errors in determination of S" and Syik

and does not depend on the error in determination of the -y-ray detection

efficiency. The calculated ratios aj / ai are presented in Table 2. They are

seen to be determined quite accurately, in -some cases the determination

error'is 24%. Note that for some higher levels, e.g., at 5 TiO.8, 602.3,

630.6 keV, aj/aj < 1. It might seem that ai/ai for high levels should

be equal to unity because the a-decay to higher levels is unlikely and,

being of low energy, -y-transitions between high levels could not compete
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with transitions fi-om high levels to low-energy oes. However. it should
be born in mind that density of levels icreases with icreasing energy of
levels and a-decay to them is possible. though with an extremely small.
experimentall uobservable probability. Low-intensity -y-trausitions front
these levels to lower-lying ones may ocur. The contribution front them(.
-y-transitions to the level population will be more noticeable for lvel te
direct a-decay to which is of low itensity.

The ai/ai values were used to alculate intensities of leveI pp-
ulation by the decay, a,,i =(a,,,,i1ai)'ai. For ai we took the snin of total
including conversion) intensities of -y-transitions foin a level. Te calcu-

lated a,,i (column 4 in Table 2 were compared with Akovali's 91 veraged
a,,i values derived from magnetic measurements. Valum of a,j gree Within
the error for most groups of a-particles, but error of i values found by
us is saller. The intensity of the a-decay to the 145.9-keN.' level a145 9

=0.023(2)'4 is found for the first time.
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4. Total intensities and multipolarities of -y-transitions

Observation of coincidences ot oly with a-particli-, populaing level i
but lso with a-particles populating igher levels 1) ((E,,p<E,,i) (see. for
example. Fig. 2 ad 3 in some spectra S.k(E,,) akes it possible to find
the total intensity of the -y-transition front evel to level i Te area of
tb pak f MillCidell(TS Of Yik rays with a-particles filling level 1 is

S,' = N ((a,,,p a a,&)/a, a) e,,,i 4yiL.,rik

where h is the total including conversion) intensity of the y-
trausitiou(s) between levels 1 ad i. The rea of th pak of coincidences

Of ik ays with a-particles populating evel i is

S' 'j' = N ((a,,i ajk)/aj) c.j - elix..

Using te ratio of these areas, e find he total -y-transition intensity 

(�A = Wicti S-fi / -lik

To determine total -y-trausitio itensities . ive took tb cses

where only oe transition occurs between levels ad i (o cscades) and

where the a-spectrinn resolution allows reliable determination f th pak

areas S"P and S" . Calculationswere carried out with a,,,,/(j, and u,i fromyik -Vik
Table 2 Kowing he total intensity of te I)--+ i y-transition. we find te

total internal conversion coefficient. of the f-transition (n,,j =((�,i/a.Y1,j) -1.
Values of a7pi xe tken from Table 1. Comparing the results with the cal-

culatious 130) for different multipoleswe infer the imiltipolarity (orL) of the

-y-tnuisitiou. The resulting total itensities and total iternal

coeffi6ents for even -- transitions are presented i Table 3 Mltipolar-

ities of five low-intensity y-transitiong are found for the first time. The

inferred oL of te 87.4 and 145.2-k-eV -y-trausitious gree wit te results

of ivestigations of hitenud conveision electron spectra at the magnetic

P-spectroineter 31, 16. 111. All kown undtipolarities of -y-transitions t

the "Ac deca+ y are give i column of Table .

Note that when anahlying data on conversion electrons 11 1) of he

73.5 and -M.8. 99.6 and 99.8-kcV y-transitions together with or data on in-
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tensities of -f-ray i these doublets (see Table 1) w finid ttal intensities
of the 73.9 and 99.8-kek' -y-transitions. 0.30(2)/. and 1.31(14)'/l respec-
tively. nd calculated their total internal conversion coefficieuts. 015(4)
and 031(10) respectively. omparison of these values with te theoretical
ones confirms the conclusion 111 that these transitions are of El type with
the 12 admixture less than .1Y and O.W. For the 99.8-k(-N.7 trailsitions
this admixture is definitely o less than UWE, ie.. tis El transition does
have M2 admixture.

225We analyzed (late Oil conversion electrons from the Ac
22'Fr decay uidentifie i 16. 311. Te conversion electrons with energies
Ee = 95.5 and 96.1 keV were iterpreted a LI ad L2 lines of the earlier
unknown 114-keV transition. The multipolarity of the E,114 transition
found from the intensity ratio LI: L2 - A+11+(19±9/)E2. agrees with the
value found above from the total internal onversion coefficient (Table 3).

5. Internal conversion electron spectrum in the region 55-24
keV

Analyzing the transition intensity balance on the 26.0 and 36.7-keV
levels. Dzhelepov et al. 131. 32] assumed existence of 10.6-keV y-transitiou
from te level at 36.7 keV to te level at 26.0 keV. To find tis ganuna
transition and to refine, if possible, intensities of internal conversion elec-
trons (ICE) of the 26.0, 36.7, and 38.5-keV -y-transitions, the spectrum of
electrons from the 2"Ac decay was nvestigated at an electrostatic spec-
trometer ISA-50 117] with the instrumental energy resolution of 20 eV. As
in the (a--y)-experiments, the source was made by vacuum evaporation In
Table 4 the energies and intensities of ICE lines found by us are compared
with the results 1111. Our ICE line intensities are normalized to the line L3
intensity 36.7 from 1111. The investigation proves existence of the 10.642-
keV -y-transition. It follows from the analysis of the ICE line intensity
ratios for this transition that it is an MI transition; the E2 admixture 62
<0.04"/'(,. Refined values were derived for the transition energies 10.642(5).
26.015(5). 36.660(5), 38.543(3), and 108.37(l) keV. Low transmission of
the electrostatic spectrometer did not allow the conclusion 111] about the
character of the 26.0, 36.7, and 38.5-keV y-transitions to be ascertained on
the basis of the ICE line intensity ratios. A more definite conclusion about
the character of these transitions comes from comparison of the internal
conversion coefficients (at, am) derived from the experimental data with
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the theoretical ones. We calculated ,; ad am using the ICE line in-
tensities fom Table 4 ad -y-ray intensities from Table 1. Note that the
background from the Compton scattering of high-intensity 'Y-rays with en-
ergies E > 75 keV did not aow us to observe 26.0-keV Y-rays in the
single -y-spectrum. Those -f-rays were only observed in coincidences with
a-particles in the interval 5775-5800 keV. Based on the-se results and
taking into account te intensity balance in the decay scheme, we found
their itensities. The ealuations le-ad to the conclusi.on-that the 26.0, 36.7,
and 38.54W transitions are of E2 type with the MI admixture no larger
than 510W..

IV. Discussion of the results

The decay scheme (Fig. 4 presents not onl.� energies of -Y-rays
bu t also experimentally found multipolarities of transitions [I 1, 13, 31, 33,
present paper] and total itensities of y-transitions. Transition intensities
were calculated with the internal conversion coefficient of the transitions
whose multipolarities were determined. Intensities of the 0.6, 26.0, 36. 71,
and 38.5-k-eV transitions were calculated as a sum of ICE line intensities
(see Table 4. Table presents results of analyzing the balance of itensities
of transitions to and from 221Fr levels. It is seen that for ost levels
the intensities of the incoming ad outgoing transitions agree within the
errors. For some. levels populating intensities are slightly lower than de-
excitation itensities. This may point to filling of these levels via low-
intensity unobservedy-transitions from higher levels. There. is a disbalance
for the 36.7-keV level noted in [111: coming ae 26.3±1.8)%, going are
(20.2+1.1)%. The 10.6-keV ytransition observed by us do not improve
the situation: a disbalance of 6±2)% remains. We assume that between
the 22'Fr ground state and 36.7-keV level there is a level a transition to
which eliminates the disbalance. With this, the ground state populating
intensity adds up to a value close to 100%. The energy of this level might
as well be 22.3 keV. It was' mentioned above hat introduction of this level
is not conflict with the (a-y)-coincidences. In 1151 existence of the 71.5,
19.0 ad 50.2-keV gamma .transitions was assumed to get the intensity
balance. According to our data, these -y-transitions axe not necessary to
have the balance.

The 2% ground state spin and parity are 52-, for 2"A tey
are probably 3/2-) 9]. The experimental data that can be used to deter-



mine spins and parities of excited 221-Fr states are transition inultipolarities.
hindrance factors of a-decay (HF), relative tensities of y-rays t lower-
b I
ying levels. Multipolarities of y-transitions betw(-vu levels (N 1. E2 or
El(+'.NI2)) allowed parities of 16 levels to be established uniquety. Exper-
imental data for simple etermining sins of the eX(.ited 22Trstates re
insufficient. The deca sheme (Fig. 4 shows evel sphis predicted ky cal-
culations of Kvasil et al. 341 within the odel of te axially symmetrical
and reflection-asymmetrical nucleus I- with tatic deformations e2 = U(
and e = 0.08. In this case rotational bands of doublet states with K =
1/9 ad ' = 32± were introduced i the 12'Fr evel scheme. These

spin values a-re not contradicted experimental gata.
"We calculated excitation energies and structures of low-lying

nonrotational 22'Fr states within the quasiparticle-phonon nnelear odel
QP'NM 135. 6). An axiall smmetrical Woods-Saxon potential is se in
the QPNM Hamiltonian to describe the mean field of te eutron and pro-
tonsystems. Pairing, isoscalar, and isovector multipole and spin-inultipole
forces are taken ito aount as residual interaction. Te dd Unclen is
treated as a system comprising an even-even core aud it 111141-oll. Cal-
culation is carried out i the random phase approximation. Ceneralized
phonon operators Q,,i are itroduced; they hve a certain pro�jecfioii of he
momentu 1 onto te nuclear symmetiy axis ad comprise components
with ifferent electric and magnetic multipolarities A.

Interaction of quasiparticles with phonons is take ito acCollut
for odd-A nclei. The wave fnction of the ground or xcite sat K is
Writte as

(K') Ca + D,,i cc+ toPffvf2 P

with the normalization condition

EC2 + , D 2
0 . pigs

P WAs

Here o is the quasiparticle and phonon vaclinin, r is the ordinal
number of te nourotational state with the rojection of he momentum
K ad parity v. = 41, p or v is a set of quantum number of single-
particle states of the mean field i terms of Nilsson presentation. et+ isor
the nasiparticle production operator, CP and D.,.,j are the mplitude of

12



the single-quasiparticle components ad quasiparticle ve ponon jAi coin-
polients of te odd-nucleuswave function, i is te umber of tile poilon.

Note that in the calculation for the odd-A nuclens there are o free
parameteis, they re all fed 1�y te description of tle mean fiekl and the
Vvell-(1yell core.

In ts (-ris te meali field is described with all axialky synniketrival
Woods-Saxon potential (A = 221, Z = 87) with the parameters folu 371.
According to 138, 39],,8 = 013,64 = 008,03 = - Since the 5Ac deca�y
results i excitation of 2211r levels with eergy 0, 95 MeV, we only d "'t
with states below this eergy in our calculations. The calculations show
that i this case it is enough to take into account residual multipole forces
with A < 3 nd to restrict oeself to no more than 3-5 phonons of each
111111tipolarity. Radial dependence of tese forces was taken in the form
OV/69r, where V is the radial part of te ean field potential. Constants
of these forces were determined as in 37, 401.

Anakysis of te structure of the calculated otupole phonons
showed tat te anomalous decreats i energy for the region of unclei
in question might be d t I)ITSC-nee of low-lying two-quasiparticle proton

(30)411; structure of these pole inpoles with large atrix lements TA le
terins of Nilsso rpresentation is pp53OT660T 1.)1)5321651T, p53OT400T.

Table resents Calculated energies and structures of te 1%V-
est nurotational states. AD calculate lveh; p to the enerFy of 950 are
given for each K'. omparison with the experimental results how st-
isfactot-y agreement within the accuracy of the model which ue estimate
to b within 100-300 keV). There-fore, wt- think that'the assumption of
static octupole deformation of the nuclei rom the region in question nee&S
ascertaining. It is evident froln Table that te lowest states for all K'
are close in structure to siugle-quasiparticle oes (the contribution form
the corresponding component C2 i3mme 70-80% is larger than 70 80'X).
Among the subsequent roots for each K' there are collective states of pe-
dominantly octupole type (the contribution from the component-% D2 . o"its
the wave fnction is a arge. as 80--90%). Calcidatious; show that tile st-rue-
ture of the higher excited tates is ore complicated. For exatuple % ates
with K = 3/2- hve it oticeable admixture siligh-(piasipartivir voin-
ponent 32-[532 ] 32-[521 1 and quasiparticle ctupole phollon

components Q-1-
Comparing re adculated (ruination charm-teristics of the naromid

states of the lowest rotational banth; with their description 34 w oint

13
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Fig. 4 225Ac decay scheme. Solid lines represent y-transition wose po-
sition is proved ky te (a-7)-coincidences. dashed hues represent
-y-transitions whose position is not in conflict+ with te
coincidences. Shown above the transitions are teir energies. total
(including conversion itensities (in parentheses). and experimental
niultipolarity data. Near the level energies there re spins. parities.
intensities of the a-decay to the levels ad hindrance factors.
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Table 1. Energies and intensities of the y-rays in the ... Ac decay.

Present paper Ardisson et al. [15] Multipolrity Transition placement

E, keV ly, % E, keV 1, % aL Ej -E,
26 0 O.Do s5/1 26.011/ 0 01 W221 E2(Ml,60%) 25.9 0

36 711 0.0155/14/ 36 r3l 0 0183123/ E2(MI�20%) 36 65 0

38 5/l/ 0.0094/81 38.60/4/ 0.0102116/ E2(MI 20%) 38.53 0

46.2121 0.0039161 46.24/5/ 0.0057/12/ 145.9 - 99 6

49 121 0 0066/71 49.13/41 0 0090114/ 150.0 - 100 

�O 001 53.04/5/ �0.004

0.0039/8/ 57.69/4/ 0 0061/131 253 -195 

- - :6/33, 10.03 ------ -
62 9/11 0 4312/ 4161 MI(E2,1%) 99.6 - 36.6S

63 531 0.021/3/

64.31 I 0.041/4/ 64 2813t 0.04761 Ml -(I 7±5)% E2 100.9 - 36.65

- - 69 87/51 0.0047/12/ E2(Ml<35%)

71 431 0 0126/25, 71 72/4/ 0 0129/141 E2(MI <25%) 108.3 - 36.65
73.5 0 025f7l 73 36/201 0.01515/ E2(MI,30%) 9 6 - 25.9

73 911 t 241171 73 514/ 0 32/41 E I (M2<0 1) 99 8 - 25 9
74 6141 0 022f7l 74 0.013/31 Ml -20% E2

.82151 100 9 25

78 0.0107115i Ml, 224.6 145 9

87 4/l/ 0.226113/ 87 42/3/ 0.31/4/ Ml (E2.1 %), MI' 195.8 10 3

94.911/ 0.084/8/ 94 90t-31 0 130/19/ MI(E2<5%) 195 8 - 100 9
96 7i51 0.02815/ 96.15/5t Ml (3?+12)% E2

<0.03 195 - 99

9 6 0.70/6t 99.7116/ 1 36/191 Ml �-(3±1)% E�2 99 6 -

99 all/ 1.00/11/ 100 07110/ 0.26/10/ El(M2,0.5%) 99.8 - 0

l(O.8/21 0.075/6/ 100.87/41 0.121/13/ Ml (E2) 10 9 - 0

103.6tZ 0.0023/5/ 103.44112/ 0.0065/191 253 - 0 0

108.4/1, 0.216/11/ 108 38/3/ 0.2713/ Ml (22-+4)% E2 10 3 -

111.5/11 0.264114/ 111 5213/ 0.3414/ 150.0 - 38.53

112.8 0 001 82" 112.8/2/ �0.003 400.7 - 288 

114 7.5/1 O/E-04 - I - Ml, 393.2 279 2

119.09/6/ 0.018t3/

119.9/11 o owry 11 9 84/3t 0.097/10/ 145.9 25.9

- l2l.D617/ 0.017/5/

123.811 0.072/4 123 73141 0.098/10/ 224 6 100.9

124 8/1 i 0 024/l/ 124.81/3/ 0.032/31 Ml E2 224.6 99.8

126 2/2j 0.0070/61 126 09/5/ 0.0073/14/ 234.5 - 10 3

129 21Z 0.0022/41 129.22f7/ 0.0033111/ 279.2 � 150.0

133.611i 0.017/l/ 133.6014/ 0 096/19/ 234 - 100.9

134.9/11 00270 134 5/3/ 0.033/5/ El 234 99.6

137.6 0.0019/2t' 137.40/10/ 0.0030/13/ 411.1 273.5

139.6 0.0012/2t' - - Ml (E2)' 393.2 253.5

144.7 0.000411/. 144.7/21 -0.0005 Ml. Ml E2 294.6 150.0

145.2/l/ 0.126/6/ 145.15/3/ 0.148/151 EI(M2<1%). El' 253.5 108.3

150.1/l/ 0.600 150.02/4/ 0.691116/ EI(M2<0.4%) 150.0 � 0

152.6/2j 0.019/l/ 152.64/31 0.0165/19/ 253.5 1 (0. 9

153.9/1 i 0.182/9/ 153.91/3/ 0.195120/ El' 253.5 99.6

157.31Z 0.32/21 157.24/31 0.35/41 Ml(E2<4%) 195.8 38.53

- - 161.35/7/ 0.0036tg/

= 1 69.1 0 00711/ 169 18/4/ 0 01 5atl q/ 393.2 224.6

1169 9 195 8 25.9

170.7/ 170.83/& 0.0073113/ E 1 279.2 108.3
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173.4 0.010/l/

17 32/ 0.01411/ 178.29/3/ 0.0160/181 El 279.2 - 100.9

179 83/ 0.0094/6/ 179.78/4/ 0.0106/13/ 288.1 � 10 3

183 0.0073111/ I

186.1 224.6 � 38.53

186.3 0.003613/' 186.31/3/ 0.0189/21/ El 294.6 � 108.3

187.2 0.0089/31 288.1 - 100.9

188 0111 0.450_ 187.95131 0.5416/ El(MM.5%) 224.6 - 36.65

i 93.2 0.0017/3/ - -

195.81 0.123161 195.74/31 0.162/16/ Ml-(401-20)% E2 195.6 -+ 0

197 4 0.023/2/ 197.50/3/ 0.054M El' 393.2 195.8

197 0.03313/ 234.5 36.65

198.4/1 0.017/l/ 198.2318/ 0.0176/18/ 224.6 - 25.9

204.7/3) 0.00 141 205 1/11/ 0.0019/7/ (400.7 195.8)

216.912i 0.271114/ 216.89/3/ 0.33/3/ 253 - 36.65

- 220.43181 0.0060/18/

224.711i 0 098/51 224.58/3/ 0.108/12/ 224 6 

228.2/4) 0.004/l/ - - 253.5 25.9

231.3/2, 0 0066/61 231.14171 0 0021/5/

236.0/6/ 0 001 5t2t - - 273.5 36.65

- 238.64181 0.0010/3/

240.7Q 0.010/l/ 240.68/3/ 0.0118/13/ 279.2 - 38.53

243.2/2j 0 0030131 243 11/51 0.0027151 393.2 - 50.0

249.6/2i 0 012/l/ 249.60/31 0.0131/14/ 288.1 - 38.53

253.5/l/ 0.116/6/ 253.45/31 0.128/13t 253 

256 -6-0�006/21 256.0/21 0.00032/101 294.6 38.53

279.3f3i 0.02512/ 279.18/3/ 0.032/31 El 279.2 -

284.8/31 0.006315/ 264.7513/ 0.0075/g/ 393.2 � 108.3

298.613/ 0.0018/5/ 298.3215/ 0.0020/3/

317.4 4.0001 151' 317.23118/ 0.00042/21/ 552.1 234.5

570.8 253.5

321.8ldd 0.003014/ 321.77/4/ 0 0032151 517.7 195.8

348.2/4, 0.002513/ 348.33/4/ 0 0032J5/ I

354.9/1 0.0023/3/ 354.5416/ 0.00128/23t 393.2 38.53

356 6 2.2/9/E-04 (552 195.8)

362.2/4i 0.0042141 362.3a/3/ 0.0062/7/ 400.7 � 38.53

368.3/6/ 0.0006/2/ 367.72/121 �0.03 (517.7 � 150.0)

375.Of7i 0.0017/41 374.98/5/ 0.00019M/ 570.8 � 195.8

- 388.07/7/ 0.00121/23/

403.413i 0.00016/14/ 403.1/l/ �0.002 (637.5 234.46)

406.2/3/ 0.0067/4/ 405.95/31 0.0079/9/ 552.0 145.9

41 7.9/1 0.0048141 417.90/3/ 0.0057/7/ 517.7 99.6

- - 429.80/18/ 0.00038/19/

435.0/3/ 0.002413t 434.81/5/ 0.003215t 630.6 4 195.8

442.1618/ 0.0045M

443.43/10/ 0.0014/5/

446.31/101 0.0006131

450.1RE : �OD032,a�, 451.04/51 0.0028/5/ (552.0 100.9)

452.4/Z 1 0.08915/ 452.2113/ 0.118/131 552.0 99.8

458.8/40 5. /22/E-0.4 458.78/8/ 0.00045/11/ (497.3 38.53)

462.4/61 7.5/27/E-04 462.43/131 0.00038/11/ 570.8 108.3

469.5/3/ 0.002813/ 469.48/5/ 0.001817/ 570.8 1 00. 9

481.112/ 0.029r2l 480.8413/ 0.034/4/ 517.7 36.65

492.6/6/ O.ODD22/14/ 491.42110/ 0.00039/121 (517.7 25.9)
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498.6/6i 0.0007/21 (815 - 316)

512.5f7/ 0.000512/ - (552 - 38.53)

515.3/2, 0.019/i/ 515.12131 0.0204/21/ 552 - 36 65

517.9/2, 0.015/l/ 517.50/3/ 0 0145/15/ 517 7 -

522.1 r2, 0.0018/31 522.14141 0.00205/24/ 630 6 10 3

526 1 /1 0.033/21 525.77/31 0 032/3/ 552 25 9

- - 527.29/5, 0.0019/3/

0.0071/7/ 529.59/31 0 0070/8/ 630.6 100.9

531.213, 0 0040/5/ 530.8614� 04716/ 630.6 - 99 699 

532.11/g/ 0 00073/19/

545.816i 0.00046112/ - - 780 2 - 234 

552.0/2, 0.0056/41 551.7813/ 0.0039/5/ 552.0 -

565.6f7i O.OOD19/8i 564.31/111 -0 0001 (602 3 36 65)

568.3/6, 0 0013/3/ 567 47151 0.00093/13/

571 02/ 0.003215/ 570.68/3/ 0 G41/51 570 

591 4f7i 0.0007/21 590.4115/ 0.00084114/ (630.6 - 38 53)

594.6/1 0.0028/6/ 593.8614/ 0.0028131 630.6 - 36 65

601 0.0037/g/ 600.92/3/ -0 008 637 - 36 65

603 515 0 001614/ 603.M4/ 0.00170/211 749.3 - 145 

0.00026/8i 628.93110/ 0.00034/g/ OD)

I -0 0001 (637.5 - )

0010/4, 0.00022f7l

0.0012J31 649 0141 0 00185/22/ 749 3 - 99 899.6

� 653 5�4, 0.00015/4, -

656.18/111 0.00049/23/

657 88151 0.001413/

668 1A 0.00024R, 667.10/8/ 0.0039/91

7/4, 675.51/181 0.0001316/

P 680.4/6, 0 OOD61 I 679.35/6/ 0.00062/12/ 780.2 99 8/99.6�

698.414 0 0001 715i 697.54/131 0.00024/g/

- - 702.00/14/ 0.00016/7/

747 �0.0001 747.011/ -0.002

- - 752.46112/ 0.0002617/

753 7 �O 0001 754.04113/ 0.00023f7l

- 768.4/5j 0.00024M 767 641 0.00034/9/

780.6/6i 0.00005/1, - (780.2 - )

- 608.481101 0.0021/3/

824 2M -0.00004 - (824.2 � 0)

y-ray intensity determined from (x-y)-coincidence;
y-rays, ascribing of which to 225Ac decay is doubtful;
cFL established in present paper.
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Table 2 Population of the 22'Fr levels by the 12'Ac alpha-decay..

Ek.,,:i, Present paper aw % Hf

K313 adai ai.% aw 191

36.65 o.ginl 20.2/11/ 19.15/1761 18.1/2(V 17.910/

38.53 o.798/ 8.4/5/ 6.3/8/ 8.6/9/ 52/7/

99.6 o."ini/ 8.3/4/ 8.5nl 8.o/i/ 19.4/17/

99.8 0.84/2/ 1.0/2/ 1.34/17/ 1.32/10/ 122/10/

IWO 0.4.3/2/ LON 0.45/4/ 0.87/23/ 304/32/

1(8.3 0.73/1/ 3.77/19/ 2.77/15/ 3A 54/3/

145.8 0.24/1/ WOW/ 0.02./2/ 4121/253/

15( (.9(/I/ 1.08/i/ I.W / 1.3/2/ 87/4/
193.8 1.(XV2/ 3.7/1/ 3.7/f/ 4.4/.3/ 13.2/4/

224.6 1.01/4/ (.8(1/.3/ 0.87/i/ 1.1/1/ 43/3/

234.5 (.891/ 0.4)9(/4/ O.O$W4/ 0.04 387/18/

253.5 (.9.W/ (.89/.3/ OMB/ 1.2/1/ 31/l/
273.5 0.69/2W 0.(X)34/i/ 0.(X)24/10/ 0.034 880(/.1674V

279.2 0.89/2/ 0.089/4/ 0.079/4/ 0.1 239/12/

288.1 0.48/I/ 0.07i/.3/ 0.03613/ (AI/j/ 409/39/

294.6 0.41/2/ 0.(X)70/7/ ().(X)24)/.3/ (A I 3472/5((/

393.2 0.96/7/ 0.080/4/ 0.08./7/ 0.14/i/ W51

44X).7 0.3914 0.029/2/ O.OI(V51 0.07/2/ 424/212/
411 - <(.(X)3 1993

497�3 <0.(X)l 1405/877/
517.7 0. W.3 0.054/2/ O.Oi4/.3/ 0.07/l/ 173/14V

352 (.91/.3/ 0.17/l/ 0.1(/I/ 0.2.3/i/ 3.7/'-)/

370.8 (.mnl 0.(X)8&W 0.(X)69/1)/ 0.014/i/ 69.2/4XV

002.3 0.23/20/ (.(XX)11)/8/ 0.(XXX)43/32/ 0.(X)3(M 7305/5430/

630.6 o.77/4)/ 0.022/2/ 0.017/2/ 0.03(01 12.0/17/

6.37.3 0.(X)44/0/ 0,0044/6/* 0.(X)2(V' 5/ 43/(/
714.2 00) 1.3/if 00) 1.3/.3/* 0.(X)20/8/ 112

749.3 OAW4/13/ 0.0161/19 0.(X)(WI/ 7.9/23/
780.2 9M 0.(X)14/2/ 0.(X)1.33/2./ (.(X)311/ 21/4/.- - __I
824.2 -O.O(XX)4 -0.(XXX)4* q)7o t i 2 75 0

aA/aj - are not determined in (a-y)-coincidences,. used a,, - obtained from
intensities balance.
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Table 3 Detrmination of y- transition multipolarities from total internal conversion
coefficientes.

E*. Ep -+ E S*Prk/Su'* all 04tri allp aL
keV experiment calculate

0 19 (E 1)
78.8 224.6-+145.9 2.8/2/ 0.065/g/ 5.1/11/ 25.5 (-2) ml

5.3 (MI)
0. 15 (El)

97.4 195.8-+108.3 0.31/4/ 0.86/12/ 2.8/6/ 15.6 (E2) I
4.2 (Ml)
0.34 (El)

114 393.2-+279.2 0.14/l/ 0.0105/13/ 13.0/17/ 4.8 (E2) I
9.9 (Ml)
0.21 (El)

139.6 393.2-+253.5 0.0061/6/ 0.0050/6/ 3.2/5/ 2.1 (132) MI(+E2)
5.5 (MI)
0 19 (El)

145.2 253.5-+108.3 0.043/9/ 0.11/3/ :50. 1 1.77 (132) E I
I 5 (MI)

153.9 253.5-+99.6 0.025/5/ 0.20/4/ :50.35 0.17 (El)
4.2 (Ml)
0.09 (E I)

197.4 393.2-+195.8 0.0062/2/ 0.022/V :50.04 0.55 (E2) El
I I 2.1 (MI)

Table 4 Energies and intensities of ICE lines in the .. Ac decay (F.< 25 keV).

I Present paper Dzhelepov et al. [I I
Line I,, keV I 1. It I crL

E,=10.64215/keV E, =(I 0. keV
Ml 5.997/21 F .20/13/
M2 6.324/6/ .28/6t
M3 50/0 C.L.)
Ni 9.501/3/ 0.78/6/

E, 26.015/5/ keV E, 26.0/ kev
L2 S. I I V41 2.72/16t
L3 10.992/3/ 2.68M
M2 21.705/g/ 1.00/25/

p L3: 22.36617/ 1.22/26/ 0.9/l/ E2+(M I 60%)
E, 36.660/5/ keV E, -36.6/l/ keV

L2 18.757/4/ 5.69/23/ 6.In1 E2+(M 1 200/6)
L3 21.636/3/ 6.20/29/ 6.2/8/

E, 38.543/3/ keV E,=38.1/l/keV
L2 20.641/3/ 3.07/17/ 3.1/3/ E2+(M 1 200%)
L3 23.519/3/ 3.66/32/ 3.1/4/

E,=108.37/l/keV E, =1 08.4/l/ keV
K 7.242/g/ 1.19/10/ M I 22%E2
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Table 5. Intensity balance for 2"Fr levels at the 225Ac decay.

Level Populate Unload

El,, keV a % a,+, % a % a,+, %

( 50.7/1 51* 42/2/ 93/2/

25.9 0. 3 * 4.7/2/ 5.3/2/ 7.6/14/

36.65 19.15/176/ 7. 1/3/ 26.3/18/ 20.2/11/

.18.53 6.3/8/ 2.34/12/ 8.6/8/ 8.4/5/

99.6 8.5/7/ 0.49/4/ 8.9/7/ 8.5/4/

99.8 1.34/17/ 0.17/l/ 1.5/2/ 1.6/2/

100.9 0.45/4/ 0.54131 0.99/5/ 1.05/8/

108.3 2.77/ i 5/ 1.3/l/ 4.2/2/ 3.8/2/

145.9 0.023/2/ 0.08/i/ 0.10/2/ 0.095/4/

0.06/l/ 1. I/ I / 1.08/5,'

195.8 3.7/l/ 0.042f3/ 3.7/t/ 3.7/l/

224.6 0.87/5/ 0.029/3/ 0.9/i/ 0.86/3/

234.5 0.084/4/ 0.0006/2/ 0.085/4/ 0.099/4/

253.5 0.85/3/ 0.0097/14/ 0.86/3/ 0.89/3/

273.5 0.0024/10/ >0.0010/1/ >0.0034110/ 0.0034/5/

279.2 o.079/4/ 0.008/l/ 0.087/4/ 0.089/4/

288.1 0.036/3/ >0.020/2/ 0.056/4/ 0.075/3/

294.6 0.0029/3/ 0.0029/3/ 0.0070/7/

393.2 0.083/7/ 0.083/7/ 0.086/4/

400.7 0.010/5/ 0.010/5/ 0.029/2/

411.1 <0.003* <0,003 0.0010/i/

497.3 <0.001* <0.001 0.0009/3/

517.7 0.054/3/ 0.054/3/ 0.054/2/

552 0.16/l/ 0.16/1/ 0.17/i/

570.8 0.0069/9/ 0.007/i/ 0.0086/8/

602.3 0.000043/32/ 0.000043/32/ 0.00019/8/

630.6 0.017/2/ 0.017/2/ 0.022/2/

637.5 0.0020/5/* 0.0020/5/ 0.0044/6/

714.2 0.0020/8/* 0.0020/8/ 0.0013/3/

749.3 0.0051/15/ 0.0051/15/ 0.0054/15/

780.2 0.00133/23/ 0.0013/2/ 0.0014/2/

824.2 <0.001* <OMI -0.00004

- value of a %) taken from [9].
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Tabl* . LmV- (expetimental and teoretical (QPNM), in keV awl m norl oon- (of I 14-
lowest ourotational states of 22' Ft

E'r K- R + _FMd
2)- I27- 0 530t 86Vb)+ GM II

1/2;' 490 5111 (79%)+ 660 OI- 14%)
1/2- 630 5411 14%)+ Ml OI- (81%)
1/2Z KA) !) 11 ()+ 660t OQl_ (6%)

2136.6(3/2)- 3/2; 80 5*2j (80%)+ ( I 41%)
532(5/2,3/2)- 3/2; 110 .521 %)+ 61 HT I&Q1: 13%)

'2- 'SW !)21t(l%)+.6OtOQ'j_(97'%)3 3

3 145.9(1/2)+ 1/2+ 120 '660t 93%)+ IAO OO-(2%)
1/ 740 .1001 (34%)+ A I I I O- 33%)
1 SW 400t 20%)+ 1 1 O,' -(37%)
1 w5o -loot 9%)+ riot O,,-(63%)

4 224.6(5/2,3/2)+ 3/ 200 6.51 t (77%)+!j:)OT OW. 8)
I-3/ 1830 .10-)l 12%)+ 5*2141 OII- 79%)

1
3/ 1940 -1021 (59%)+ 100T OQl 16%)S+

5 517.7(5/2+) 5/2+1 530 642T 74%)+ Ull OW_(6%)
.I 1

6 630.6(5/2*) 3/2j' 4N $231 90%)+ 62t O61_ 41%)
1 780 633t (7% OQ2

7/2+ )+ 1+(6%)
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Out that parities of well-identified tates coincided in all ases in both
approaches. As to the views of their quasiparticle stnicture. the�y are dif-
ferent in most ases. This is probahty title to the ust- of ifferent mean
field potentials in the two approaches and the resence f static octupole
deformation i 4). AAe shall fine arameters of the Woods-Saxon po-
tential while performing calvidatious for other unclei fom the gion of A
in question bt the enerrv position of the lowest ngle-particle levels may
change ut vn- slightl - For example. according to or calvidations. the
5/2+[402 singli-partiele level lies imich lower in the otential well than
it is in 34] were this level characterk,^ the 52+ rotational hand with
the grottud state euerKr 517.51 kelt.
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Kyapq C. A. ii p. E6-2002-202
Ajibq)a-pac:naa 12'Ac . 22'Fr

BEIHOJIHeHO aeTaRbHoe iccjieaOBa.HHe (a-'Y)-COBnaAeHtifi np14 pacnaae 22'Ac.
06Hapy)KeH 21 HBblii cna6Eiii y-nepexoA; BoceMHaauaTb y-nepexOROB, pa.Hee npH-
nitcaHHbix paeriaay 225Ac, tie flOATBepwaeHbl. KojiHiecTBeHHbiA allanH3 (a-y)-CO-

BnaReHHfi n3BOJIHB onpeaejiHTE, HHTeHCHBHOCTH 3acejieHHA YPOBHef, 22 Tr a-pac-

HUM 1i MJ1bTlinOJ1bHocTii n51TH cia6bix y-nepexOUOB. IICCnCaOBaH cneKT KH-

BepcHOHHbIX gieKTPOHOB B Hana3OHe 5 24 13 nH BICOKOM (- 20 313)

BHepr'CTHqeCKOM pa3peWCHH11l. 06Hapy;KeH HBbig y-rlepexog c 3HepFHefi 10,6 K913

T11na MI. rIpexiaraemaq cxema pacnaaa 225 Ac BnjoqaeT B ce6A 31 B036yxReHHoe

COCTORH"e 22 'Fr. x 16-TH H3 HHX YCTaHoBjieHbi qeTHOCTH. rlpe�wara][OTC51 B03-

MOXHbie 3HaqeHHA CHHHa YPOBHer 22 'Fr. CBOACTBa B036YAWCHHbIX COCT031HHfi

22 'Fr yaoBjieTBOPHTeJ]EHO ntiCb[BalOTC51 KBa3tiqaCTH4HO-(POHOHHOfi moaejibio 511pa
6e3 npeanojjoxceHHq 0 HajiH4HH CTaTH1lCCKOii OKTynonbiioH aecPopmamiH.

Pa6OTa BEInOJ]HeHa B ]a6opaTOpHH RaepHbix npo6nem im. B. l. Acenenoi3a

014311i.

npenpliliT 06-bealffleHHoro HHCTHTyTa AaePHUX HceneaoBaHtiA. y6Ha, 2002

Kudrya S. A. et al. E6-2002-202

Alpha Decay 225Ac � 22 'Fr

In-depth investigation of (x-y)-coincidences at the 225Ac decay is carried out.

Twenty-one new weak y-rays are found; I y-rays earlier ascribed to the 125Ac de-

cay are not confirmed. The quantitative analysis of the ((x--y)-coincidences makes

it possible to find the intensity of population of 22'Fr levels by the a decay

and multipolarities of five weak y-transitions. The conversion electron spectrum

is investigated in the range of -�- 24 keV with a high (some 20 V) energy resolu-

tion. A new MI type 10.6-keV y-transition is found. The proposed 225 Ac decay

scheme includes 31 excited 22 'Fr states. Parities are established for 16 of them.

Possible spin values are roposed for 22 'Fr levels. Properties of excited 22 'Fr states

are satisfactorily described by the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model without

the assumption of static octupole deformation.

The investigation has been performed at the Dzhelepov Laboratory of Nuclear

Problems, JINR.

Preprint of he Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 2002
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